EXECUTIVE BRIEF

OpenText Digital Asset
Management (DAM) Solutions
Provide a Better Way to Work
Manage media assets enterprise-wide, across all your channels,
delivering on your organization’s brand promise to customers

Everybody wants more rich media and video. From marketing,
creative, web, ecommerce, sales to corporate communications,
– we all want to engage our staff, partners, customers, and
market with compelling and relevant information. OpenText
Digital Asset Management (DAM) solutions serve as the
centralized, secure, and accessible repository – whether cloudbased or on-premises – to manage digital media, branding, and
video. Scalable for the largest enterprises, our DAM solutions
offer capabilities to manage the entire content lifecycle with
workflows and features for creative production, collaboration,
publishing, and distribution of assets and to use your digital
assets to drive value for the organization.
In today’s hyper-digital environment, where time is of the essence and the mediaempowered experience is what sells, global businesses must accelerate time-to-market
while reducing costs. Companies rely on distributed teams of creative professionals to
effectively create, manage, produce, and publish thousands of high-value digital assets.
Integral to their efforts, these firms must ensure brand consistency across the multiple
parts of their organizations.
Concerned about their bottom lines and time-to-market, savvy firms must accelerate
their digital asset supply chains – synchronizing how internal teams coordinate with
external digital agencies to produce assets, track their use, and retire them when done.
Creative professionals are going to rely on a single source of truth, delivered through the
capabilities of a shared asset repository that is an integral part of a DAM system.
This shared repository serves as a ‘system of record’ for managing digital assets
and supporting distributed teamwork. It maintains overall security, ensuring that only
individuals and groups with appropriate access rights can view, modify, create, and/or
delete particular assets.
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SUMMARY
We think in pictures and images. Customer
Experience Management is evolving and
adapting rapidly. It relies on a visual-centric
approach in how information is presented,
stored, and managed throughout its lifecycle.
Business, marketing, competitive, and
technology demands are pushing today’s
businesses beyond traditional methods.
Meeting these demands requires platforms
and applications connected and integrated
in an open, interrelated, and ever-evolving
ecosystem serving dynamic organizations,
markets, and industries. It also requires
optimization and a skilled, trusted partner
that ensures ROI and increases the success
of your digital strategies.

ACCOLADE
OpenText is proud to be named a leader in
Digital Asset Management for Customer
Experience by Forrester Research, Inc. and
the only enterprise Digital Asset Management
(DAM) solution consistently recognized as a
leader in the DAM space from 2008 through
2016. The analyst recognized the “significant
upgrades” in functionality and noted that
OpenText has "some of the most robust client
case studies of any of the vendors evaluated.”
OpenText™ MediaBin has remained a Strong
Performer for many years. Read the report to
find out how OpenText™ Media Management
compares with other vendors.
www.opentext.com/forresterwavedam
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The DAM system facilitates collaboration and provides the framework for structuring how work gets done. In particular, the DAM
system manages the relevant metadata for categorizing assets
into business-related topic areas.
Thus, creative professionals across all phases of a digital asset
supply chain can rapidly produce the marketing collateral for a
new brand or product line. Working from multiple locations in the
US and Europe, team members share assets in a secure and
systematic manner, relying on the DAM system to accelerate
delivery times and reduce production costs. Predefined workflows
automate many here-to-fore manual processes and enhance
team collaboration.

What Does a DAM Do?
•

Increases Revenue with
Faster Time to Delivery

•

 mpowers Users to Create,
E
Manage, and Use Digital Media
for Better Productivity

•

Photographers easily upload images from their photo shoots.
The repository captures source-level metadata and alerts
photo editors.

•

•

Editors and writers continue to use their favorite authoring and
editing tools to create the required copy while working in an
all-digital environment. The DAM system features seamless
integration between productivity tools and the asset repository.

 educes Risks with Improved
R
Governance and Security

•

 ransforms Rich Content
T
into Intelligent Assets

•

Builds a Stronger Brand

•

 entralizes Brand Management
C
for Greater Agility and Value

•

Organizes All Your Digital Assets

•

I ncreases Efficiency by Storing
Only Core Assets

•

Graphic designers access the shared files and lay out the new
collateral as required, such as adding photos to a marketing
brochure. They can always access the most up-to-date photos
to use in a marketing brochure. Again there is seamless
integration with the asset repository.

A DAM system orchestrates these work in progress
activities for the multiple types of rich media.
The company can simultaneously track digital rights, permissions,
and fees as part of its comprehensive DAM solution. Assets like
stock photographs are used appropriately; managing digital rights
and tracking payments are greatly simplified.
In short, a DAM system provides the essential capabilities for
developing and managing digital assets. Leveraging a shared
asset repository, a DAM system reduces the friction of distributed
teamwork and improves organizational productivity.

System of Record for Branding
and Production
With OpenText DAM solutions, creative professionals have
the capabilities they need to produce branded media assets
and make the finished assets available for secure use by those
deemed appropriate across the organization. Photo editors,
videographers, producers, graphic designers, and others involved
in media production can easily access, view, and download rich
media files. Everything they need is accessible in a shared and
secure repository which functions as a system of record across
the extended enterprise.
Firms can take control of their digital assets, increase productivity
with self-service options, and promote brand consistency across
their multiple creative and branding teams. They can manage
rich media assets across departments within their firms and also
extend their reach out to the independent creative digital agencies
that are part of their digital media supply chains.
OpenText DAM solutions protect high value works-in-progress,
such as photos and videos of children at play to be used in an
upcoming marketing campaign. The shared asset repository
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secures individual assets as well as groups of assets organized
as folders); only certain individuals or people with predefined
roles can edit the media assets while larger groups of people can
access the items, view them in place, or even download.

Optimize Editing and Viewing Experiences
Photo and video editors involved in the production of assets have
the rights and permissions to download, modify, and upload the
new versions. They can use their favorite desktop editing and video
production environments – OpenText features tight integration
with most popular rich media editing tools and production
environments. OpenText DAM Solutions support a wide range of
media administration functions.
Producers, marketers, and other creative professionals seeking
to use approved assets in derivative works have a production
environment tailored to their tasks. They can easily search for
and download assets -- the shared repository manages the
access rights and permissions to determine when these creative
professionals can access which assets.
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OpenText DAM solutions place a premium on organizing
assets for findability.
OpenText DAM solutions make it easy for editors and producers to
tag rich media assets as final finished goods as they upload them to
the repository. This enables other creative professionals to easily find
and use them when needed, knowing they are approved for use.
The DAM solutions support different sets of keyword tags and metadata terms that are dynamically displayed in contextually sensitive
pull down lists. Asset librarians can easily keep these tags and terms
up-to-date through easy-to-use administrative capabilities.
OpenText DAM solutions feature deep automated indexing.
Metadata is automatically captured during ingestion – including
XMP, IPTC, EXIF and other metadata types embedded within digital
files. Documents can be automatically indexed for full-text retrieval.
Images can be automatically analyzed for color palette, facial
and object recognition, barcodes, QR codes, and duplication.
Audio and video assets can be automatically analyzed for key
features, including facial recognition, scene detection, key frame
identification, sound patterns, and speech to text transcription.
Finally, OpenText DAM solutions feature fully integrated workflow
capabilities to coordinate ingesting, editing, reviewing, and
approving rich media assets. These solutions include both taskoriented and process-oriented workflows, augmenting human
judgments with automated processing for predefined steps
(such as file transformation and transcoding). OpenText supports
visual process modeling with flexible forms and a rules builder for
defining and updating these workflows.

OpenText offers a number of DAM Solutions
to address all of your enterprise media
management needs

Increasing customer
control is pushing the
digital experience
ecosystem to center
stage in the new digital
enterprise, requiring
interconnected systems
and shared information.

Why do customers choose OpenText Content Hub
for Publishers (CHP)?
It is no longer sufficient just to automate the original print process
model using technology. It is now essential to leverage content
assets to deliver compelling and engaging stories that can be
accessed from any platform, from print to digital, to mobile or
social, at any time. Content Hub for Publishers sits at the heart of
publication workflows, controlling the receipt, management, and
delivery of all publishable content to multiple delivery platforms.

Why do customers choose OpenText™ Media Management?
Effectively "media enabling" your organization for greater productivity
and faster time to market requires a connected marketing and
enterprise ecosystem. Media Management has several out of the
box integrations with these technology applications making it a
core component of an interconnected Enterprise DAM. REST APIs
and configurable customizations enable data sharing, synchronization, and collaboration supporting the creation, management,
and delivery of digital assets. Media Management lets you work the
way you want today; adapting and growing with you for tomorrow.

Why do customers choose OpenText™ MediaBin?
Rich media has traditionally been challenging to search and make
available across most global organizations. MediaBin helps you
make the most of your content by “deep-indexing” your rich
media assets. MediaBin extracts key concepts from assets and
automates meta-tagging. Identifying people, objects, and colors in
images, while recognizing faces and extracting text from speech
helps expedite finding the best brand-approved assets for your
marketing and communications needs and delivering them to you
in the desired formats on-demand.
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Digital technologies have created new touch points and opportunities
for businesses to engage with customers. Audiences across all industries
often use multiple, overlapping channels to self-educate before even
speaking with a salesperson. The customer journey has grown more
complex and requires an omnichannel strategy that cuts across devices
and technologies to ensure a rich digital experience. To be successful
in the digital world, companies should connect their customers’ digital
journey with compelling, highly personalized, and visually engaging
experiences that also result in desirable business outcomes.
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OpenText DAM Solutions provides greater
transparency and access to media assets and
intelligent control to distribute content
to the right channel.

OpenText Media Management

OpenText MediaBin

OpenText Media Management (OTMM) is the only enterprise
Digital Asset Management (DAM) offering consistently recognized as a leader in the DAM space (see Forrester DAM Wave
reports- 2008, 2012, 2014 and 2016). Media Management leads
by innovation and has become much more than a media library
or brand management application for marketing. In the digital
age, images and video permeate all communications and Media
Management is an integral, foundational part of an interdependent,
interrelated ecosystem to engage, transact, and influence internal
and external customers.

OpenText MediaBin helps users deliver a visually stunning and
consistent digital experience across all channels by centralizing
the management of logos, copy, video, images, presentations,
and other assets, making them accessible to local and geographically dispersed teams. Increase brand consistency and team
productivity while delivering higher-impact marketing communications and a superior customer experience across multiple
channels. Customers benefit from greater agility, stronger brand
equity, and the security of knowing valuable corporate assets will
be fully leveraged and preserved for the future. With self-service
access, marketing personnel no longer spend time fulfilling
content requests. MediaBin delivers a rapid ROI and can scale to
meet the needs of the largest global enterprises.

The OTMM platform “media-enables” the enterprise, connecting
content and process to create effective and engaging rich media
for omnichannel delivery, content in context, and content insight.
Easily integrated with applications supporting the entire Customer
Lifecycle, from engage to buy and own, Media Management
delivers value and greater efficiency throughout the enterprise,
wherever rich media assets are created, used, or consumed.
OTMM provides a centralized “rich media hub” to manage, control,
and store media assets. This allows organizations to enhance
brand value, enriching marketing and communication throughout
the customer journey – for internal and external customers. Media
Management is a core technology and a critical infrastructure
component for Customer Experience. With a consolidated asset
repository for marketing, branding, commerce, video, and global
distribution, it’s an integral part of a create to consume ecosystem with
interconnected and interdependent contributors and production
environments (such as agencies, photo, video, audio, graphics,
layout) provisioning digital media content for the multi-channel
digital supply chain, digital operations, marketing, and
brand management.

Product Highlights
•

New adaptive and responsive user experience

•

Powerful faceted search and search configurations

•

Integrated with Managed File Transfer for a seamless,
secure and fast file transfer and sharing

•

Creative Review for visual approvals

•

Embeddable widgets for distributed collaboration
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Product Highlights
•

Auto-tagging of metadata

•

Key video frame identification

•

Scene detection

•

Automatic speech-to-text conversion

•

On-screen character recognition

•

Speaker identification

•

Facial recognition in videos

•

Human elements (gender, general age, attire)

•

Logo recognition

•

Color analysis

•

Bar code and QR code analysis

•

Language-independent search
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Content Hub for Publishers

How Can We Help?

Content Hub for Publishers (CHP) is the platform for the receipt,
enrichment, creation, packaging, delivery, archiving, and syndication
of all forms of publishable content. The platform is designed to
handle the large volumes of content that newsrooms across the
world are exposed to on a daily basis, and efficiently manages the
repackaging and distribution of that content to multiple publishing
channels, such as web, print, mobile, and tablet. Content Hub
for Publishers also provides a syndication portal, allowing packaged content to be made available to clients for licensing and
syndication purposes.

Digital Asset Management is a core technology and a critical infrastructure component for Customer Experience. Whether cloudbased or on-premises, OpenText DAM Solutions provide a “single
source of truth” and consolidated asset repository for marketing,
branding, video assets, ecommerce, and global distribution.
More details available:
www.opentext.com/what-we-do/products/customer-experience-management/digital-asset-management

Product Highlights
•

A browser based set of applications, providing a rich user
experience with a panelized drag and drop based interface.

•

Users are able to create and manage their own working
environment, with multiple saved workspaces and layouts.

Content Hub for Publishers is used by a number of large global
news publishers, for:
•

Filtering through vast quantities of incoming media

•

Managing costs associated with publishing

•

Managing rights associated with publishing

•

Tracking what has been published, where and when
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